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Scanning & the Customer Portal



Update Your User Profile (1)

1. Once you login to the NetWatcher Customer 

Portal, choose your Name in the upper right 

corner of the screen and choose “My User 

Profile”.

2. The NetWatcher Scanner is under the 

‘Advanced’ tab in the Customer Portal.  In 

order to enable the ‘Advanced’ tab the user 

needs to be setup with an ‘Intermediate’ 

Profile. 

3. Add scanning credentials if your ‘Full and 

Fast’ scans are going to be credentialized. 
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Update Your User Profile (2) - Credentials

1. Its always best to run a ‘Full and Fast’ scan 

using login credentials.  

For Windows, choose SMB and use

DOMAIN\name

As the format.1

Domain\name



Update Your User Profile (3)

1. Under the ‘Advanced’ tab 

2. You will find the ‘Scanning’ Button

3. The green ‘Create Scan job’ allows you to 

setup the scans
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Setting Up The “Discovery” Scan (1)

The ‘Discovery’ Scan will find all the assets on 

the network.   This is necessary to know if new 

assets have appeared on the network since 

the last time the scan ran.

1. Name the job ‘Discovery (Reoccurring 

Daily)

2. Choose the sensor name

3. Do not use any credentials 

4. Choose the ‘Discovery’ Scan Config
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Setting Up The “Discovery” Scan (2)

Page down.

1. Check Full Network Scanning – this allows 

us to review the entire IP range.

2. Uncheck ‘Scan now’ and schedule the scan 

for sometime late in the evening when 

there is the most downtime on the network.  

Schedule the scan to run every day.

3. Add the IP/CIDR range in to scan

4. Click the ‘Create’ button 
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The Discovery Scan Will Populate The Assets

The ‘Discovery’ scan populates the asset 

database.  If you want to review all the assets 

simply:

1. Choose the ‘Assets’ button and then

2. Press the ‘Apply Filter’ button1
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Setting Up The “Full and Fast” Scan (1)

The ‘Full and Fast’ Scan will send Network 

Vulnerability Tests (NVTs) to the assets on the 

network.   This is necessary to determine what 

vulnerabilities exist on the network.

1. Name the job ‘Full and Fast (Reoccurring 

Weekends)’

2. Choose the sensor name

3. Add credentials if necessary – This sends 

additional NVTs that require user 

credentials to test the asset

4. Choose the ‘Full and Fast’ Scan Config
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Setting Up The “Full and Fast” Scan (2)

Page down.

1. Un-Check Full Network Scanning – this 

scan will use the assets in the database.

2. Uncheck ‘Scan now’ and schedule the scan 

for sometime late in the evening at least an 

hour after the ‘Discovery’ scan when there 

is the most downtime on the network.  

Schedule the scan to run every week.

3. Choose to Auto Generate Report if you 

want a PDF to be available for the 

customer.  Note that you can also put in an 

email address in the ‘Send To’ field.

4. Add the IP/CIDR range in to scan

5. Click the ‘Create’ button 
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Reviewing The Scan After It’s Complete (1)

Press the ‘Scanning’ button again and you will 

see both scheduled Scans as well as how 

many times they have been run (under the 

‘Reports’ column).   If you click on the # in the 

‘Reports’ Column for the ‘Full and Fast’ scan 

you will be taken to the detail.

In this example, the ‘Full and Fast’ scan has 

run 8 times.



Reviewing The Scan After It’s Complete (2)

The Scan detail page will show you each 

scheduled scan and what the maximum 

severity found in the scan as well as the date 

and time that the scan started and stopped as 

well as the number of vulnerabilities found.

The number of vulnerabilities from each scan 

can be found in the ‘Vulnerabilities’ column.

If you click on the # you will be taken to a list of 

those vulnerabilities. 



Reviewing The Scan After It’s Complete (3)

The list of vulnerabilities will be found on this 

scan details page.   

1. You can also download a PDF of all of 

these vulnerabilities from this page.

2. If you click on the name of the vulnerability 

you will be taken to the derailed 

explanation of that issue.
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Reviewing The Scan After It’s Complete (4)

Reviewing A Vulnerability Event (page 1)

The Vulnerability detail for this issue and it’s 

Summary and Solution can be found on this 

page. 



Reviewing The Scan After It’s Complete (5)

Reviewing A Vulnerability Event (page 2)

Page down if you want to see what CVE 

associated with this vulnerability and a link to it 

in the CVE database.

You can also click on the ‘Advanced details’ to 

see the CVSS base and Tags associated with 

the vulnerability. 



Reviewing The Scan After It’s Complete (6)

Reviewing the Report

If you did choose to create and download a 

PDF report for the customer you will find the 

format easy to read and sorted by vulnerability 

severity with an easy to navigate table of 

contents. 



NetWatcher Advanced – Event Detail 1 of 2

If you wanted to look for a specific vulnerability 

you can always go to the ‘Events’ button under 

the ‘Advanced’ tab and do a query.  Grouped 

queries consolidate all of the vulnerabilities of 

a certain type.

In this example we are looking for all the 

vulnerabilities from last weeks report on IP 

address 10.20.1.93



NetWatcher Advanced – Event Detail 1 of 2

If you page down you can also Chart the 

vulnerabilities and see a list of them (you can 

click through this detail as well).



Filtered Reporting

If you want to Report on specific vulnerabilities 

in a way that the PDF doesn’t support, you can 

go to the ‘Reports’ tab and do a query and 

‘Run’ the report and create either a CSV or a 

PDF.



https://netwatcher.com


